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OBJECTIVES

THE CHEMISTRY OF FREEHAND POWDER LIGHTENERS AND HOW THEY WORK 

Clay 
Characteristics - this type of lightener has a thicker texture, so it stays precisely where 
painted and doesn't drip through the hair. The clay dries on the surface encapsulating 
the product working on the inside, keeping the powder lightener wet. 

Processing Time – depends on the developer choice and how light you would like to lift. 
Clay dries out quickly compared to gum based freehand powder lightener. 

Lifting Power - cream-based lighteners can achieve up to 7 levels of lift, while clay-based 
lighteners (which have the consistency of toothpaste) can usually offer three to 5 levels 
of lift.

Gum Based
Characteristics - this type of lightener is rich in moisture and the texture is easy to 
painton and manipulate. Color Space™ LIFT Freehand Powder Lightener glides through 
the hair and lightens quickly. 



Mix in a 1:1,5 or 1:2 ratio – choose the texture that allows you to paint comfortably
Mix until the mixture is shiny – this will ensure all ingredients are properly activated
For the best control, work with a hair painting brush such as Color Space™ X58 
color brushes. The sharp-tip bristle of the X58 color brush helps you to paint and 
blend with precision.

Cont'd
Processing Time – Gum based lighteners encapsulates the product and keeps it wet, 
which means a longer working time. LIFT Freehand Powder Lighteners works up to 55 
minutes.

Lifting Power - LIFT Freehand Powder Lightener can deliver up to 7 levels of lift.

WHAT IS THE JOB OF THE ACTIVATE DEVELOPER

ACTIVATE Developers = Working Time
 
We get the lift from the persulfates in the powder lighteners. 
The recommended mixing ratio of LIFT Powder Lighteners is 1:2; however, for a 
thicker texture you can mix in a 1:1,5 ratio. 

Note: When you mix in a 1:1,5 ratio, you will expect a stronger lift because there is more 
powder lightener present in the mixture. In this case, you may want to reduce your 
developer power (i.e. less power)

BENEFITS OF A GUM BASED FREEHAND LIGHTENER

LIFT Freehand Powder Lightener is a green base that contributes to a cooler result 
while lifting. The green base will help to control the processing level. Guar Gum and 
Xanthum Gum are the key active ingredients in LIFT Freehand Powder Lightener. Both 
ingredients have hydrating and moisturizing properties. 

The gum creates a film around the outer layer of the mixture while applied on the hair. 
This allows for the mixture underneath to act quickly while providing moisture to the 
hair, resulting in less damage. The film it creates on the hair also exerts a protective 
action against chemical agents that could be aggressive for the hair. It rinses easily and 
leaves no residues that would weigh down the hair and consequently deprive it of 
shine.

*Guar Gum is 100% natural and made from Guar Beans. In India, the Guar Bean is a sustainable crop, grown only from Non- 
GMO (genetically modified) seed.** Xanthan gum, created with sugar, is a thickener/stabilizer.
 

Performance – Key points for the perfect finish
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